CIRCULAR

I am happy to inform you that the SUS Group has entered into in an MoU with IIT Bombay under Spoken Tutorial project. SUS has now been established as a Resource Centre for imparting system based skilled developing using specialized IT tools. The course and training is being offered free of cost. The following are the salient features.

IIT Bombay Side:-
- The Spoken Tutorial team at IIT Bombay will work with SUS Group and arrange the mentioned training programme for all relevant courses offered in the Group.
- IIT Bombay will publicize any event organize by the Group related to this training on their website.
- The team will also support and guide all individuals at the college/department level as they firstly introduce the training and then gradually expand it to all.
- The team will also provide brochures, leaflets, posters and CDs where necessary free of cost.

SUS Group Side:-
- Upload the programmes on the college website
- Motivate and guide all the departments to start the training with in this month (Oct. 2015)
- For all computer Lab courses, the college should include the relevant Spoken Tutorial based Software and mention ‘Spoken Tutorials as ‘E-Resource for learning’, with site link.
- The Group will ensure that this exercise is ready for 2015-16 academic session time–tables for all the semesters, prior to the semester start date.
- MCA, BCA, Comp. Science, and IT must especially complete this activity to avail of the training.